Hollywood Moon

Hollywood Station certainly isnt your
typical police division, but in Hollywood
Moon the cops of that surreal place seem
called upon to deal with an even greater
share of weirdness than normal.A prowler
has been violently attacking women, and
officers Hollywood Nate Weiss and the
captivating Dana Vaughn are in hot
pursuit, with Nate on edge because his
no-nonsense, whip-smart partner has a
knack for making him feel like a
rookie.And theres an even darker side to
the weirdness. Cue the enigmatic crook
Dewey Gleason, master of disguises. Each
of his many identities is crafted for the
execution of some under-the-radar racket.
When, with his henchmen, he hatches an
audacious plan, things get very violent
indeed.
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